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Dear Ms Fabiani, 

Committee on the Scottish Government Handling of Harassment Complaints 

On 25 August 2020 I undertook to write to the Committee to provide further information in 
response to questions raised by the Committee.  

Ms Baillie asked when Ms A was told who was likely to take the investigating officer role 
should the matter proceed to formal complaint. This is covered in the following document 
already shared with Committee on 19 June 2020 [yy046] and the date is 14 December 2017. 

In relation to the contact with Ms A noted by Mr Cole-Hamilton, I can confirm that a written 
account of Ms A’s meeting with the Director taking the ‘confidential sounding board’ role was 
shared with Judith Mackinnon and I on 22 November. This is indicated in the exchange set 
out in the document YY008 provided to the Committee on 19 June 2020.   

The Committee may wish to be aware that the document xx047 submitted by the Scottish 
Government to the Committee contains a typing error in the date column of the table. The 
error was in the original document and was submitted to the Committee without being 
corrected on 19 June 2020. Entries after 30 November relate to December 2017 and not to 
November 2017. This document notes the meeting with Ms A – this took place on 
5 December 2017 where the draft procedure was referred to in hard copy. This was followed 
up with the 14 December email [yy046].  

In relation to the UK-wide Civil Service People Survey, Ms Mitchell asked whether changes 
can be made to the Survey issued to Scottish Government staff, and whether there were 
questions added specifically about formal or historical complaints in 2016. Core questions for 
the annual People Survey are set by the UK Government Cabinet Office and – until 2019 – 
could be supplemented with local questions at the request of participating UK government 

https://www.gov.scot/binaries/content/documents/govscot/publications/foi-eir-release/2020/07/foi-202000049070/documents/foi-202000049070-information-released---fn46/sp-sghhc1-yy046---3---redacted-or-watermarked-version/sp-sghhc1-yy046---3---redacted-or-watermarked-version/govscot%3Adocument/SP%2BSGHHC1%2BYY046%2B-%2B3%2B-%2BRedacted%2Bor%2BWatermarked%2BVersion.pdf
https://www.gov.scot/binaries/content/documents/govscot/publications/foi-eir-release/2020/07/foi-202000049070/documents/foi-202000049070-information-released---fn46/sp-sghhc1-yy008---3---redacted-or-watermark-version/sp-sghhc1-yy008---3---redacted-or-watermark-version/govscot%3Adocument/SP%2BSGHHC1%2BYY008%2B-%2B3%2B-%2BRedacted%2Bor%2BWatermark%2BVersion.pdf
https://www.gov.scot/binaries/content/documents/govscot/publications/foi-eir-release/2020/07/foi-202000049070/documents/foi-202000049070-information-released---fn10/sp-sghhc1-_xx047_---3---redacted-or-watermark-version/sp-sghhc1-_xx047_---3---redacted-or-watermark-version/govscot%3Adocument/SP%2BSGHHC1%2B_XX047_%2B-%2B3%2B-%2BRedacted%2Bor%2BWatermark%2Bversion.pdf
https://www.gov.scot/binaries/content/documents/govscot/publications/foi-eir-release/2020/07/foi-202000049070/documents/foi-202000049070-information-released---fn46/sp-sghhc1-yy046---3---redacted-or-watermarked-version/sp-sghhc1-yy046---3---redacted-or-watermarked-version/govscot:document/SP%2BSGHHC1%2BYY046%2B-%2B3%2B-%2BRedacted%2Bor%2BWatermarked%2BVersion.pdf


departments and devolved governments. These are clearly marked in the survey as ‘further 
questions about working for [name of organisation]’ and the results are publically available 
as part of the overall survey results.  

In 2016, as with other years, a process to agree the Scottish Government questions was led 
by People Directorate and submitted to the Cabinet Office for inclusion. These were 
accepted and the questions are appended.   

I noted to the Committee that the purpose of the Survey is to get an insight into overall levels 
of engagement, what is positive and what needs to improve in the culture and ways of 
working rather than into specific incidents. It is an anonymous survey and not a mechanism 
to raise individual concerns. The 2016 focus on inclusive culture is reflected in the questions 
on our improvement vision ‘SG2020’ and on strengthened people management.  The results 
in 2016 are publically available at https://www2.gov.scot/Resource/0051/00510001.pdf  

Yours sincerely 

Nicola Richards 

https://www2.gov.scot/Resource/0051/00510001.pdf


Annex A 

Local questions added, at request of the Scottish Government, to People Survey 2016 
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